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Each week, you are to add words to your Vocabulary list. Those words
may come from your reading (BFP, AOW, other) and/or from your
listening to others. You must add at least one Vocabulary Choice per
week. If you do not take the time in class, make sure you do it for
homework.
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When choosing vocabulary to add to each weekly list, it is important
that you cite or explain your source. Example a below shows how to
cite your source when it is from a book. Examples b, c, and d show how
to explain your source w/ details about who, context, and date.
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a) “The week before Robin had left for college, she had
surreptiously added a brochure [to the
refrigerator].” (Bauermeister, Joy for Beginners,
2011, 2)
surreptious (adj) done or made known by secret or
stealthy means (adv) = surreptiously
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b) “Sounds nefarious huh?” (sarcastic comment from
a friend in response to a Facebook post via
Bernie Sanders, October 22, 2013)
nefarious (adj) (typically of an action or activity)
wicked or criminal
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c) “Ms. Durham, these books were found lying askew in
the hallway.” (Mr. Owens, as he returned books to
Ms. Durham during 5th hour, October 23, 2013)
askew (adj) not in a straight or level position.
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d) “… butterflies opening and closing themselves in
your cupped palms, trusting you not to injure their
scintillant fur, their dust.” (D. Levertov, “A Gift” via
a FB posting by Parker Palmer, October 25,
2013)
scintillant (adj) sparkling
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